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46 responses

3CS1 : Electronic Devices & Circuits

Suggest improvements to be done (Max: 1000 characters)
13 responses

No suggestions.

All awesome.

all is perfect

all tings are nice.

more no. of numericals if possible .

Trying his best of efforts to teach and communicate

good enough

No improvement required....PERFECT teaching.

Ability to teach English Used in class Your learning efficiency
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nothing

revision of previous classes should be done

more numericals should be done.

 

A bit more time and practice on numerical part.

3CS2 : Data Structure & Algorithms

Suggest improvements to be done (Max: 1000 characters)
12 responses

Needs to be more interactive with the students.

needs to be more interactive

class should be more interesting.

sir teach good

interaction

The session must be a bit more interactive so that it doesn't become monotonous.

Ability to teach English Used in class Your learning efficiency
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Very interactive ,Teaches through every possible daily life example.

sometimes the lecture get boring

sometimes because of last lecture it seems to be boring . 

nothing

Could not explain topics.

way of teaching should be improved.

3CS3 : Digital Electronics

Suggest improvements to be done (Max: 1000 characters)
7 responses

Needs to communicate more.

needs to use english more

sir teach very well.

no improvement required.

Ability to teach English Used in class Your learning efficiency
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ok

no change required.

Notes need to be provided.

3CS4 : Linux and Shell Programming

Suggest improvements to be done (Max: 1000 characters)
5 responses

Want more interesting delievery of lectures since it becomes boring sometimes.

needs to give some intersesting lectures

mam doesn't teach well. because mam focus only some student not whole class.

faculty teaches us in good method.

use of high level english.

Ability to teach English Used in class Your learning efficiency
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3CS5 : Object Oriented Programming

Suggest improvements to be done (Max: 1000 characters)
5 responses

Need to be more interactive.

all is good

mam doesn't teach proper. plz required guidance for mam.

i m unable to get what faculty want to convey.

way of teaching should be improved

3CS6 : Advanced Engg. Mathematics-1

Ability to teach English Used in class Your learning efficiency
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Suggest improvements to be done (Max: 1000 characters)
12 responses

Proper pronounciation required...to understand correctly.

requires a lot of improvememt , needs to be interactive with students , lack of expaination of the topic

Sir should be more interactive to students while teaching.

pitch should be high enough to let everyone able to here. Vocabulary must be good.

pitch should be high enough to let everone get the topic..vocabulary must be good .. should make class
interesting

sir doesn't teach good. because sir not controll the whole class. nd sir only written in blackboard not focus in
student. students are doing study or not.

teaching is good but learning enviroment is not there.

Lack of a good learning environment as most of the students are not cooperative with the faculty. Efforts on
the faculty's part are good.

sir need to control the students as he very lineatant in class

maintain environment for teaching in class.

we are not able to understand what is taught in the class

A lot of improvement in the (write and rub) teaching methodology.

3CS7 : Electronic Devices Lab
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Suggest improvements to be done (Max: 1000 characters)
2 responses

Proper tutorials for experiments required.

there should be more practicing

3CS8 : Data Structure Lab
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Suggest improvements to be done (Max: 1000 characters)
3 responses

All awesome.

more interesting programs should be there

more improvement required

3CS9 : Digital Electronics Lab

Suggest improvements to be done (Max: 1000 characters)
3 responses

Need proper explaination by them for lab exercises.

all is good

ok

Ability to teach English Used in class Your learning efficiency
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3CS10 : C++ Programming Lab

Suggest improvements to be done (Max: 1000 characters)
5 responses

No learnings yet. Want some interesting and knowledgable lectures.

no explanation of the topic

Faculty didn't teach us anything. He said that just do the exercise from E-book of OOPs.

mam doesn't clear the experiment. only say u perform. mam doesn't tell how can u perform this experiment.

THIS LAB IS ACTUALLY TAKEN BY Mr. Vishwakarma. 
Programming (other than the book he refers) is STRICTLY required.

3CS11 : Unix Shell Programming Lab
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Suggest improvements to be done (Max: 1000 characters)
11 responses

No issues yet.

more implementation of the programs

studious environment should be there in the class.

batches must be 4 the ratio must be 1:15 in between faculty and students , that is not gone be but still i want
to suggest this

No improvement required

need some improvement

More practical sessions required for technical feild.

everything going well

teaching sessions should be interesting and interactive.

ii donot able to understand .i suggest that teacher should explore the commands at once.

Give your Views/Suggestions about the use of English in Teaching
Learning Process. What are your expectations from Department in this

Ability to teach English Used in class Your learning efficiency
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regard?
46 responses

all faculty are trying hard to make the environment of english

.

physical response methods and grammar instruction

The use of english is not upto rhe expected level...as some faculties dont communicate in english.

every lecture delivered in eng,communicate in eng with each other

It's quite good and helps in building good communication skill.

Faculty must speak in english

well and good

The teacher should make everyone speak because most of the students don't interact with faculties due to fee
of english

department is doing very well .Every faculty is teaching in english which is very good thing for student

We are all learning in english. Thats very good and bene�cial for our communication skills to improve.

Department doing well

teachers are doing well .every faculty is trying to teach in english.

daily interaction in college should be in english which is there

It is good.

English use in the teaching learning process is good.

department is so good. all the faculty use english very well who is usefull for student.

communication between teachers and students should be in english

speaking more and more english will de�nirtely help in the improvement of communication skills.

english should be thoroughly used in classes so that thestudents are able to learn. It creates a environment
for the betterment of our future.

english should be thoroughly use..it is xpected from the department to create such a environment for use of
english

sir mostly teachers very good. very more useb of english.

lectures must be dilevered in english only.

as per in our class faculty properly used english but they should use hindi for some speci�c topics because
students gets easily understand in hindi as compared to english



Most of the faculties interact in English only. What is need to be done is that the students must also do the
same or at least give it a try.

Its helpful for communication. we learn how to use english e�ciently

All are doing �ne job :)

try to make all the students to participate instead of taking only few students

Using English is good but sometimes level go such high that i am unable to understand what actually faculty
wants to convey.

Use of English is very necessary for us as we will need to communicate in English everywhere.

all are doing �ne job

If students can learn better in Hindi language then that should also be used.

It is not that much required about the time of learning concepts as I thought,but if it is going to be improved, I
appreciated it a lot.

everything is �ne

motivate us to speak in English. 

teacher student relationship also professional with friendly..an environment create in class

it is a good step as it helps us to improve our english

nice

English speaking of teachers could be improved

There is a good communication in english between faculty and student.

they should deliver the lectures in english.

we need an interactive session regarding English time to time such that we explore our English skills.

there should be good interaction between teacher and students

The department will hopefully play an important role in building the english con�dence.

No

No view

Give your Views/Suggestions about GD/PI/Quiz Sessions Conducted by
Department.
46 responses



well and good

its going to be bene�cial for us.

Osm thing

Personal Interview can also turn out to be an Opportunity to 'sell' yourself.

This was a good step . I would be happy if more of such things are organized in the department.

it was awesome and beni�cial for us

Great

It was overall good

Great,helps student for practising

That was good

gd is good but the faculty need to tell the students aout the rules

This are all for our skill development. This is one of the best steps to lead us for better future.

Good Experience

gd and pi was going good.

all this are for our help. We are developing our skills.

It is a great effort of our department to skill the students.

My PI is not conducted yet.

GD experience is good.

sessions are going good.Sessions should be on proper time

GD/PI/Quiz sessions conducted by the department is a good activity ehich will de�nitely help us to imrove our
skilss and will able to explore ourselves this is upcoming 2 years . These sessions will de�nitely help us in our
improvement of technical skills as well as our communication skills. Not only this we will be able to know how
much we are con�dent when we participate in these activities.

very awsome

it was a perfect step and i wish more activities like this will be included in this sem. it will remove our
hesitation and make us more con�dent.

Gd was good but unfortunately i was not able to give PI because of some medical issues

GD was an appreciable effort certainly.

Its helpful for overall development of student.Students get used to these sessions which will help them to get
out of there hesitation.

Next time in GD students should be selected randomly and all judges should have same guideline. Otherwise
It helps me to boost up my con�dence.



good initiative

Its interesting activity and is necessary for us.

It is very nice activity and necessary for us. It gives us basic idea about all these things.

well organize

That all was good and should be continued.

it is the �rst GD and PI which we are go through for the very �rst time but I have a suggestion for PI that it
should be conducted individually,and in GD it is going to be more responsive if it is �rst conducted between
same class or batch students and after that there may be second stage of that ,maybe between 2nd yr and 3rd
yr.

it was fabulous

good efforts by department for improving our personality

its helpful for us to see where we stand in world

it is very bene�cial for us as it helps us to improve our communication skills

nice

good

ya.. its a good idea .

they were very helpful in improving ourselves.

very good initiative.need more to organize such events.

all good

A new kind of practice. Helpful in brie�ng the basic ideas about these actual placement activities.

GD/PI sessions are better to improve to clear about goals and aim. it will help to improve what kind of skills
required foe interviews.

No views

Give your Views/Suggestions about the P-PROSKEP Sessions
46 responses

good

Not conducted yet.

its quite good



.

We have not attended the session till date.

we have not p- proskep

No sessions

We have no p proskep in this sem

No sessions yet

Not conducted yet

no sessions conducted yet

No sessions are conducted yet. We wish to learn more about it.

No Session Conducted Yet

not done

no sessions conducted yet. We wish to learn more about it.

A chance to be a better student as well as employee.

Not conducted.

no sessions are held yet

no sessions conducted yet.

no sesions conducted yet  

yes, p-proskep should be held in week.

not done yet.

not done yet

Not been conducted yet.

No session conducted yet.

Didn't attend till now

sorry we not started yet so don't have much idea about it

Sorry we hadn't started yet so i don't have any idea about this session.

No session had been conducted.

did not attend any session till now

It's not done till now.

No Such P-PROSKEP session held from our Computer science department



it was extremely �ne

there was no class of p-proskep conducted

its really good

nice

not happened yet

NIL

no p-proskep session has been held till now.

very good

not held yet

Not held yet.

there is no P-PROSKEP session has been conducted till now.

No view s
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